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Part	2		
PSYOP	and	The	Presidio	
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“it’s	easier	to	fool	people,	than	to	convince	them	they’ve	been	fooled”	Mark	Twain	

Baker	Beach	
Burning	Man	1986-90	



Presidio	Military	Base	

Church	of	Satan	founded	(1966)	

Burning	Man	founded	(1986)	
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Second	Hacker	conference	(1986)	

Cacophony	Society(1986)	



History	of	the	Presidio	SF	
•  1480	acres	next	to	the	Golden	Gate	Bridge	
•  San	Francisco	founded	with	Presidio		
•  Longest	conOnuously	operated	base	June	26,	1776	–	Oct	1,	1994		
•  Riddled	with	tunnels	and	bunkers	
•  First	Area	51	–	Crissy	Field	Hap	Arnold		
•  HQ	for	the	war	with	Japan	WW2	
•  Military	Base	of	Bohemian	Grove	long-standing	Oes	
•  Birth	of	United	NaOons	plans	during	WW2	
•  Secret	Defense	Language	School	Defense	Language	InsOtute	
•  Home	of	PSYOP	and	Psi-Warriors	
•  Pet	Cemetery	since	50’s;	#5	most	haunted;	includes	graves	for	unknowns	

•  Church	of	Satan	began	next	door	Walpurgisnacht	1966	

•  Lt	Col	Michael	Aquino	Deputy	Director	of	Reserve	Training;	#2	in	CoS;	Temple	of	Set	(75)	

•  Satanic	Ritual	Abuse	scandal	1986-1989	
•  Records	storage,	day	care	center	burned	on	SolsOce	then	were	demolished	

•  Base	closure	ordered	1989	all	military	pulled	out	of	city	by	94	

•  7th	Psychological	OperaOons	Group	re-located:	Presidio	to	Moffe*	Field	94	

Images:	Wikimedia	Commons	



Disney,	Lucas,	Jobs	&	the	Presidio	
LIGHT,	MAGIC,	INDUSTRY,	FANTASY,	REALITY,	SCIENCE	AND	FICTION	CONVERGE	
•  Presidio	home	of	the	Starfleet	Academy,	birthplace	of	the	GalacOc	FederaOon	in	Star	Trek	

•  Walt	Disney	Museum	Walt	was	at	Bohemian	Grove	1936;	snoring	dwarfs	based	on	this	

•  Disney	now	holds	the	long-term	lease	bought	from	George	Lucas	

•  Disney	financed	by	A	P	Giannini	Bank	of	America,	Bohemian	Grove,	G.G.	Bridge	

•  Disney	taken	over	by	military	WW2	used	for	propaganda;	Masonic	“33”	Club	

•  Walt	was	friends	with	Werner	von	Braun	Nazi,	NASA,	Bohemian	Grove	

•  Disneyland	was	designed	by	SRI	hired	April	1953;	Disney	board	approved	March	

•  George	Lucas	moved	his	HQ	there	sold	empire	to	Disney	$4.05	billion;	Altamont	

•  Steve	Jobs	bought	Pixar	from	George	Lucas	for	$5	million,	then	sold	it	to		
Disney	for	$7.6	billion;	Pixar	HQ	also	at	the	Presidio	

•  Star	Wars	based	on	Joseph	Campbell	(Esalen)	“Hero’s	Journey”,		
Reagan’s	Strategic	Defensive	IniOaOve	(hatched	at	Bohemian	Grove)		
and	SRI/INSCOM’s	PROJECT	JEDI	Scientologist	psy-warriors	

Statue	of	Yoda	at	the	Presidio	
Image:	Jamie	McCaffrey	CC	BY	2.0		

Walt	Disney	(L)	Werner	Von	Braun	(R)	
Image:	Wikimedia	Commons	
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Psy-ops	at	the	heart	of	the	Internet	
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Psychological	Operations	(PSYOP)	

•  “All	warfare	is	based	on	decep:on”	–	Sun	Tsu	
•  “By	way	of	decep:on,	thou	shalt	do	war”	–	Mossad	mo*o	
•  “Capture	their	minds	and	their	hearts	and	souls	will	follow”	
•  History	Alexander	the	Great,	Genghis	Khan,	Hassan-i	Sabbah,	Machiavelli/Medici,	Bernays	

•  Hypnosis	put	people	in	a	trance,	mind	control	them,	misdirect	them	

•  Ship	in	warfare	around	WW2	psychology,	consensus	management	

•  Strategic	bombing	survey,	Tokyo,	Dresden	civilian	deaths	worse	than	Hiroshima	

•  Famous	examples	
•  Strange	Gips	from	Above	
•  War	of	the	Worlds	
•  Punk	movement	(KGB)	
•  Cultural	Cold	War	
•  Sesame	Street	

Psychological	opera:ons	(PSYOP)	are	planned	opera:ons	to	convey		
selected	informa:on	and	indicators	to	audiences	to	influence	their	
emo:ons,	mo:ves,	objec:ve	reasoning,	and	ul:mately	the	behavior	of	
governments,	organiza:ons,	groups,	and	individuals	-	Wikipedia	

Images:		Wikipedia	
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7th	Psychological	Operations	Group	
US	ARMY	RESERVE	-	CIVILIAN	AFFAIRS	
•  4	Ba*alions:	Mountain	View	CA	(x2),	St	Louis	MO,	AusOn	TX	
•  HQ	@Moffe*	Field	since	94	with	NASA,	JPL,	Lockheed,	Google,	Yahoo,	Microsop,	Cornell	

•  249	Current	Members	on	military	social	media	site;	61	in	California,	6	in	Nevada	

•  Day	jobs	include:	
•  Bus	driver	
•  ImmigraOon	lawyer	
•  Police	Department	
•  EMT		
•  IT	network	administrator	
•  News	services	
•  Regional	sales	rep	for	beverage		company	
•  Priest	
•  Burning	Man	DPW	Crew	

Within the psychological operations battalions, there are a number of tactical psychological operations 
companies. Such companies are organized in the same manner as other Tactical Psychological 
Operations Companies Army wide. It consists of a Headquarters Section, a Tactical PSYOP 
Development Detachment (TPDD) and three Tactical PSYOP Detachments (TPD). The TPDD  
focuses on Product Development and Target Audience Analysis while the TPD usually focuses on 
product distribution, face to face engagement with a given target audience and loudspeaker operations 

Image:	army.mil	
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Tavistock	InsOtute	
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•  Headquartered	in	London;	founded	by	Duke	of	Bedford	(Russell),	Rothschilds,	Rockefeller	FoundaOon,	Crown	of	England	
•  Brigadier-General	John	Rawlings	Rees	–	control	the	world	with	4000	mobile	psychiatric	“shock	troops”	
•  Tavistock's	pioneer	work	in	behavioral	science	along	Freudian	lines	of	"controlling"	humans	established	it	as	

the	world	center	of	foundaOon	ideology.	Network	includes	University	of	Sussex,	Stanford	Research	InsOtute,	
Esalen,	MIT,	Mitre	and	Rand	CorporaOons,	Hudson	InsOtute,	Heritage	FoundaOon,	Center	of	Strategic	and	
InternaOonal	Studies	at	Georgetown	(State	Dept.	personnel),	US	Air	Force	Intelligence.	Key	people	at	these	
corporaOons	undergo	indoctrinaOon	at	one	or	more	of	these	Tavistock	controlled	insOtuOons.		

•  A	network	of	secret	groups,	the	Mont	Pelerin	Society,	Trilateral	Commission,	Ditchley	Founda8on,	and	the	
Club	of	Rome	is	conduit	for	instrucOons	to	the	Tavistock	network.		

•  Tavistock	InsOtute	has	developed	such	power	in	the	U.S.	that	it	is	difficult	to	achieve	prominence	in	any	field	
unless	you	have	been	trained	in	behavioral	science	at	Tavistock	or	one	of	its	subsidiaries.		

•  All	Tavistock	and	American	foundaOon	techniques	have	a	single	goal---to	break	down	the	psychological	
strength	of	the	individual	and	render	him	helpless	to	oppose	the	dictators	of	the	New	World	Order.	Any	
technique	which	helps	to	break	down	the	family	unit,	and	family	inculcated	principles	of	religion,	honor,	
patrioOsm	and	sexual	behavior,	is	used	by	the	Tavistock	scienOsts	as	a	weapon	for	crowd	control.		

•  The	methods	of	Freudian	psychotherapy	induce	permanent	mental	illness	in	those	who	undergo	this	
treatment,	by	destabilizing	their	character.	The	vicOm	is	then	advised	to	"establish	new	rituals	of	personal	
interac:on",	that	is,	to	indulge	in	brief	sexual	encounters	which	actually	set	the	parOcipants	adrip	with	no	
stable	personal	relaOonships	in	their	lives,	destroying	their	ability	to	establish	or	maintain	a	family.		

•  Tavistock	InsOtute	developed	the	mass	brain-washing	techniques	which	were	first	used	experimentally	on	
American	prisoners	of	war	in	Korea.	Its	experiments	in	crowd	control	methods	have	been	widely	used	on	the	
Western	public…modifying	individual	behavior	through	topical	psychology.		

•  Tavistock	InsOtute	originated	the	mass	civilian	bombing	raids	carried	out	by	Roosevelt	and	Churchill	(Strategic	
Bombing	Survey)	purely	as	a	clinical	experiment	in	mass	terror,	keeping	records	of	the	results	as	they	watched	
the	"guinea	pigs"	reacOng	under	"controlled	laboratory	condiOons".	

•  		

The	Tavistock	Institute	

Source:	educate-yourself.org	



Tavistock	Agenda	
“BRITISH MIND CONTROL: Principles of modern psychology  
originated in esoterics which is also the root of modern espionage 
 and intelligence psyops, as well as parapsychology. Magic and  
religion has been employed to control populations since the dawn 
of written history. In military terms psychic operations are called psychotronics.  
 
Adversaries are rogue psi operatives, psi-warriors who battle like sorcerers. Psychic self defense 
employs thought disruption, shielding techniques, mind drain and energy manipulation. Psionics 
is scientific magic:  magecraft, the product of extraordinary human potential. Pre-cogs, like 
analysts, are attuned to the future. They understand viscerally that things are often not what they 
seem. Both are masters of disguise, the hidden environment, intelligence, espionage, and covert 
action. Both aim to 'tweak the timeline' with small perturbations that pump up to macroscopic 
results, setting up currents of intentional influence. They also tweak minds by controlling the 
environment. No one can resist what they cannot detect.  
 
Both are Inside Outsiders, working at the fringes of the System. The "outsider" aesthetic is 
charged by a desire to break free from the contrivances of tradition. They look boldly outside the 
system and deep within themselves for inspiration that arises directly from Creative Source. Both 
work sub rosa. This phrase comes from the Latin meaning 'under the rose' for confidentiality, 
black ops. It comes from the Masonic fraternal tradition. The rose is the emblem of Horus, God 
of Silence and Secrecy; the Tudor Rose shares the same root. “	
	-	tavistockagenda.com	

Image:	tavistockagenda	



Vietnam	–	the	Lost	War	

•  25%	(648,500)	of	total	forces	in	country	were	drapees.		
•  66%	of	U.S.	armed	forces	members	were	draped	in	WW2		
•  Drapees	accounted	for	30.4%	(17,725)	of	combat	deaths	
•  Total	drapees	(1965	-	73):	1,728,344.	Actually	served	in	Vietnam:	38%	
•  Reservists	killed:	5,977.	
•  76%	troops	sent	to	Vietnam	from	lower	middle/working	class	backgrounds	

•  9,087,000	military	personnel	served	on	acOve	duty	during	the	Vietnam	Era	(August	5,	1964	-	May	7,	1975).	
•  2,709,918	Americans	served	in	Vietnam,	this	number	represents	9.7%	of	their	generaOon.	
•  3,403,100	(Including	514,300	offshore)	personnel	served	in	the	broader	Southeast	Asia	Theater	(Vietnam,	Laos,	Cambodia,	flight	crews	based	in	Thailand,	

and	sailors	in	adjacent	South	China	Sea	waters).	
•  2,594,000	personnel	served	within	the	borders	of	South	Vietnam	(Jan.	1,1965	-	March	28,	1973).	Another	50,000	men	served	in	Vietnam	between	1960	and	

1964.	1-1.6	million	(40-60%)	either	fought	in	combat,	provided	close	support	or	were	at	least	fairly	regularly	exposed	to	enemy	a*ack.	
•  7,484	women	served	in	Vietnam.	(6,250	or	83.5%	were	nurses)		
•  Peak	troop	strength	in	Vietnam:	543,482	(April	30,	1968).	
	

	HosOle	deaths:	 	47,378	
	Non-hosOle	deaths:	 	10,800	
	 	Total:	 	58,202	

	
•  61%	of	the	men	killed	were	21	or	younger.	Five	men	killed	in	Vietnam	were	only	16	years	old.	The	oldest	man	killed	was	62	years	old.	
•  Wounded:	303,704	--	153,329	hospitalized	+	150,375	injured	requiring	no	hospital	care.	
•  Severely	disabled:	75,000,	--	23,214:	100%	disabled;	5,283	lost	limbs;	1,081	sustained	mulOple	amputaOons.	
•  AmputaOon	or	crippling	wounds	to	the	lower	extremiOes	300%	higher	than	in	WWII	and	70%	higher	than	Korea.		
•  POWs:	766	(114	died	in	capOvity).	As	of	January	15,	2004,	there	are	1,875	Americans	sOll	unaccounted	for	from	the	Vietnam	War.	
•  	

	82%	of	veterans	who	saw	heavy	combat	strongly	believe	the	war	was	lost	because	of	lack	of	poliOcal	will.	
	Nearly	75%	of	the	public	agrees	it	was	a	failure	of	poliOcal	will,	not	of	arms.		

Source:	NaOonal	Vietnam	Veterans	FoundaOon,	Business	Insider	

Servicemen	addicted	to	heroin:	20%	



Revolution	in	Military	Affairs	
Army	War	College,	Strategic	Studies	Institute	by	Steven	Metz	and	James	Kievit	(1994)	
Many American strategic thinkers believe that we are in the beginning stages of a historical revolution in military 
affairs (RMA). This will not only change the nature of warfare, but also alter the global geopolitical balance…  
 
This revolution is not only strategic. It is also fundamentally technological…  
 
Advances in sensors and other elements of information technology may bring great benefits to conventional, 
combined-arms warfare, but will have less impact in conflict short of war, which is most often won or lost through 
the manipulation of images, beliefs, attitudes, and perceptions. These things rather than troop concentrations, 
command and control nodes, and transportation infrastructure are the key military targets in conflict short of war. 
This makes psychological technology much more important than strike technology. Ways must be found to use 
emerging technology, including advanced artificial intelligence and information dissemination systems, to help 
military strategists develop, implement, and continually improve methods of influencing opinion, mobilizing 
public support, and sometimes demobilizing it… 
 
Rather than being limited by 'constraints and countermeasures', there is another alternative: we could 
deliberately engineer a comprehensive revolution, seeking utter transformation rather than simply an  
expeditious use of new technology… 
 
The future will most likely be dominated by…new forms of “spiritual” insurgency designed to radically alter the 
ideological structure of regimes”	
	
Julianne	McKinney,	former	US	Army	intelligence	officer,	described	the	components	of	the	RMA:	

Satanic	Cults;	UFO	cults;	Directed-Energy	Technologies;	Neurocyberne:cs/Psychotechnologies;	
Biotechnologies/Experimental	Drugs;	Mul:na:onal	Government	Contractors	and	Subsidiaries;	
Investment	PorVolios	and	Other	Financial	Inducements;	Imported	Foreign	Na:onal	Scien:sts;	A	
Controlled	and	Compliant	Media;	Decentralised	US	Government	Control;	An	Induced	Crime	Wave.’	

	-	Director,	Electronic	Surveillance	Project,	AssociaOon	of	NaOonal	Security	Alumni	
Images:	usawc.org	



Military	Warlocks,	Psychic	Spies	
GRILL	FLAME,		JEDI,	STARGATE	
•  Major	General	Albert	Stubblebine	head	of	INSCOM	(military	intelligence)	
•  Lt	Col	Michael	Aquino	Mindwar,	greater	and	lesser	black	magick	
•  Lt	Col	Jim	Channon	
•  Hal	Puthoff,	SRI	
•  Ingo	Swann	
•  Uri	Geller	
•  Ed	Dames	
•  Glen	Wheaton	
•  Russell	Targ	
•  Joe	McMoneagle	
•  Colonel	John	Alexander	non-lethal	warfare	
•  Major	General	Paul	Vallely	
•  The	AVIARY	
•  Mingled	with	New	Age	–	Esalen,	TM,	est,	UFO	conferences	
•  Funding:	Rockefeller,	Werner	Erhard,	Human	PotenOal	FoundaOon	
•  SRI	projects	at	the	Pyramids	and	Sphinx	in	the	70’s	robots,	radar	



The	Real	Men	Who	Stare	at	Goats	



Task	Force	Delta	
130-person	Army	Think	Tank	
Study	Thrusts:	
1.  Process	of	Influencing	People	
2.  The	Process	of	Control	
3.  The	Dynamics	of	Change	
4.  The	Nature	of	Interdependence	
5.  The	Science	of	Systems	
6.  The	Dynamics	of	Force	Readiness	

“Task Force Delta’s effort needs the track of time. Just as we maintain our perspective 
of the past and contact with the complexities of the present, our “First Earth Battalion” is 
the prime place to put thoughts of the future through a basic Army perspective” 

“The First Earth is not mission oriented, it is potential oriented.  
That means we shall continue to look everywhere to find non-destructive 
methods of control…J.F.C. Fuller, the father of mechanized warfare, was an 
omni-directional thinker and a member of the world of the occult. 
 Be a guerilla guru: explore the occult, the new age, the traditional, eastern 
philosophy, and space age technology.” –	Lt	Col	Jim	Channon	(Fuller	was	a	disciple	of	Crowley)	

First	Earth	Battalion	

The	First	Earth	Ba*alion	OperaOons	Manual	was	funded	by	the	Pacific	InsOtute,	whose	founder	Lou	Tice	
once	said	“I	am	a	wizard	and	have	godlike	powers”	

Source:	US	Army,	arcturus.org	

	



“Where	Channon’s	First	Earth	
BaZalion	had	dredged	the	
New	Age	zeitgeist	for	military	
insights,	the	Synergy	Strike	
Force	was	drawing	from	
today’s	answer	to	the	human-
poten:al	movement—the	
technology-soaked,	DIY-
happy,	crowdsource-
everything	ethos	of	Burning	
Man	and	the	more	exuberant	
corners	of	Silicon	Valley”	

Images:	Graham	Smith,	Pacific	Standard	



Lt	Col	Jim	Channon	“be	all	you	can	be”	
•  Social	architect	designs	spaces	with	color,	music,	moOon,	play	to	change	minds	

•  Military	warlock	Army	Intelligence;	“shaman-consultant”	(Fortune);	Temple	of	Set	

•  Worked	with	Stubblebine,	Aquino,	Alexander,	Task	Force	Delta,	the	Aviary	
•  Esalen	regular,	worked	with	150	groups	as	part	of	the	
Aquarian	Conspiracy	SRI,	Willis	Harman,	Changing	Images	of	Man	

•  First	Earth	Ba*alion	handbook	inspired	by	Whole	Earth	Catalog	
•  Created	Captain	Planet,	Duke	Nukem	“Go	Planet”	was	the	patented	war	cry	of	the	First	

Earth	Ba*alion.	Ted	Turner,	Barbara	Pyle	(Phi	Beta	Kappa,	eugenicist)	picked	it	up	

•  #1	syndicated	animated	show	220	US	markets,	100+	countries,	consistently	#1	Nielsen	raOngs	

•  A-list	stars	Bob	Weir,	SOng,	Morgan	Freeman,	Whoopi	Goldberg,	Jeff	Goldblum,	Meg	Ryan,	MarOn	Sheen,	
Dean	Stockwell,	James	Coburn,	John	Ratzenberger,	Ed	Asner,	Helen	Hunt,	Tim	Curry,	Malcolm	McDowell	

•  5	kids,	5	planets,	5	rings,	5	names,	5	elements	Pentagon,	Satanist	number	

•  Lives	with	17	people	in	free	love,	Utopian	style	community	in	Hawaii	



“The people are Neons, the edgy folk who want to get away from the old world 
dying of clustered protocols and tired manners. Sacred cows don’t come to 
burning man. They would be systematically slain and ground into playa dust. Old 
programs are absorbed naturally by playa dust. This is about what’s next. 
 
It’s disorienting at the perfect level … because most present day reality is pretty 
well postponed or just driven over here by a more expanded range of radically new 
things like …. extremely gentle manners, roving mechanical moodbots, and 
millions of glow-in-the-dark neons that go tickle in the night. It doesn’t matter 
that you have clothes on or don’t have clothes on publically … most people do … 
but the range of apparel is from extreme to well … whatever. Almost a fourth of the 
bicycles have fur on them … and strangely enough it’s mostly pink. Didn’t see a 
biker or a derelict. 
 
It’s the breadth of the choices everywhere that boggles and finally washes the 
mind away. The subject matter is unlimited … new meaning arrives three times a 
second … and consequences for any of it may never exist. It leaves one 
breathlessly open to possibility. 
 
There are previews of coming worlds here… and erasures of older ones … lots of 
compost of what was. This event is the pilgrimage for the itchy techno-tribal world 
of planet earth. The most elite of our global change agents are having their 
annual bath in the sacred new gifts of creation…” 

Lt	Col	Channon	on	Burning	Man	



1982	

ARPANet	1982	

Source:	US	Army,	via	arcturus.org	

	

DeltaNet	1982	



Timeline:	1984	
George	Orwell	(Eric	Blair)	studied	under	Aldous	Huxley	and	HG	Wells	at		
the	elite	Eton	school.	He	was	employed	by	Lord	Astor	on	his	private	island	
	Jura	in	Scotland	for	2	years		to	write	his	dystopian	novel.	He	chose	1984		
for	the	100th	anniversary	of	the	Fabian	Society,	whose	logo	is	a		
wolf	in	sheep’s	clothing.	The	book	describes	the	realization	of	their	plans.		

•  Military	prepares	to	release	Internet	weapon	developed	by	SRI	for	DARPA;	MILNET	makes		
TCP/IP	its	standard,	separates	its	networks	from	ARPANET;	US/UK	link,	CERN	convert	to	TCP/IP		
	

•  The	WELL	plan	hatched	at	the	Western	Behavioral	Sciences	InsOtute	conference,	La	Jolla.	CreaOon	of	
first	“virtual	community”.	Content	was	needed	to	draw	people	into	the	Net.	Prototype	of	World	Wide	Web	
Grateful	Dead	doctor	Larry	Brilliant	supplied	PicoSpan	code	from	U	of	Michigan		
Stewart	Brand	supplied	people,	content	from	his	Whole	Earth/Stanford/Military	networks	
	

•  Birth	of	cyberpunk:	
•  William	Gibson:	Neuromancer	introduces	cyberspace,	the	matrix,	transhumanism,	designer	drugs	
•  Steven	Levy:	Hackers	–	Heroes	of	the	Computer	Revolu:on	
•  2600	magazine	editor	Emmanuel	Goldstein,	resistance	leader	in	1984	
•  Revenge	of	the	Nerds,	Wargames	

	

•  Brand	throws	“First	Hacker	Conference”	at	military	base	Fort	Cronkhite	in	Marin	
150	of	the	“cool	computer	people”	he	first	profiled	in	Rolling	Stone	in	1972	to	launch	the	Personal	CompuOng	
and	gaming	revoluOons.	Gilmore	and	Wallace,	Woz	(Freemason),	Capt	Crunch,	Ted	Nelson,	Richard	Stallman.	
The	leaders	of	the	underground	computer	counter-culture;	DoD	needed	to	recruit	hackers	

•  First	TED	conference	annual	from	1990;	Stewart	Brand	was	keynote	speaker	and	helped	organize	

•  1985,	March:	The	WELL	launched	from	Whole	Earth	offices	in	Sausalito,	Marin.	IniOal	content	
mostly	Grateful	Dead-related.	Deadheads	built	the	Internet.	

The	search	began	for	globally	scaleable	acAviAes	of	interest	to	intelligentsia	and	
Intelligence,	which	were	suited	to	online	organizing	and	the	creaAon	of	communiAes	



Timeline:	1986	
•  1986:	The	Pentagon	launches	its	Internet	weapon	

•  IETF	Internet	Engineering	Task	Force	formed	

•  NSFNET	launch	of	separate	Internet	backbone	-	6	sites,	56	kbps	
•  The	WELL	asks:	“why	not	have	another	hacker	conference?”	

•  John	Perry	Barlow	joins	The	WELL,	a*ends	Second	Hacker	Conference	(annual	from	86)	
•  First	online	troll,	“Mark	Ethan	Smith”	a	woman	from	Berkeley.	PopulaOon:	500	
•  David	Gans	promotes	the	WELL	every	week	on	KFOG	show	“The	Deadhead	Hour”	
•  Grateful	Dead	1/3	–	1/2	of	all	WELL	acOvity.	By	1987,	populaOon:	2000	
•  Occult	experiments	with	WellBeams:	synchronized	sending	of	good	vibes	

The	Challenge:	to	find	people	to	populate	cyberspace	with	interes8ng		
content	aligned	with	the	counter-culture	and	social	engineering	objec8ves	

•  1986:	FoundaOon	of:	
•  Burning	Man	(at	the	Presidio)	
•  Cacophony	Society	modeled	on	Suicide	Club;	“social	network”	for	those	“outside	the	mainstream”	

•  MAPS	–	MulOdisciplinary	AssociaOon	of	Psychedelic	Studies	
•  Global	rave	scene	replacing	Stonehenge	Free	FesOval	

	
•  End	of	an	era:	occult	power	structure	re-shuffle		

	Stonehenge	Free	FesOval	shut	down	
	Billboard	LiberaOon	Front	goes	dark		
	O.T.O.	ownership	se*led	by	court;	McMurtry,	Mo*a	die	
	L	Ron	Hubbard	dies	

1986	MILNet	

Images:	wikipedia	



Benevolent	Commando	Projects	 Source:	US	Army,	via	arcturus.org	

	

“The	Army	Reserve	will	catalyze	major	projects	as	the	Beta	Force”	



Radical	Self-Expression	 Source:	US	Army,	via	arcturus.org	

	



“Be	All	You	Can	Be”	Transformation	Engine	

Source:	US	Army,	via	arcturus.org	

	



Burning	Man	
Cacophony	Society	

Google	
Esalen	

Burners	Without		
Borders	

Regional	Network	

Maker		
Movement	

SpaceX	
Blue	Origin	

Source:	US	Army,	via	arcturus.org	
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1953	



Thunderbirds	1964-66	

Thunderbirds	by	Gerry	Anderson	1964-66	

Russia’s	“Ermakov”	PAK-TA	supersonic	cargo	aircrap	(2016-2024)	
It	features	rapid-deployment,	mission-specific	pods	
It	will	be	the	world’s	largest	stealth	aircrap	

M.U.L.E.	MulO-funcOon	
UOlity	and	LogisOcs	
Equipment	vehicle	(07)	


